**The Duel Staff Put Together An Issue**

What happened next made my jaw drop!!

---

**Senior Gives Up Job Search to Sell Organs**

Career Center still pushing for consulting

By Ms. Chappell ’15

Appenectomy Dept.

(SAGE RINK) While the majority of Hamilton’s graduating class fights for the opportunity to work as human doormats at Goldman Sachs, Josh Snotes ’15 has decided to forgo typical career-related endeavors.

“I was halfway through an interview for a public relations firm when it hit me,” Snotes explained, re-adjusting his IV. “Why should I sell my soul to corporate America when I could sell my spleen with much less hassle?”

“I started off small,” Snotes confided. “Just blood and semen. But my 5-liter assorted fluids sampler sold on Craigslist within minutes, so I figured it was time to step it up a notch.”

Since his initial foray into the human meat market, this enterprising student has sold fourteen teeth, eight fingernails, his left lung, and one-and-a-half kidneys. When his mini-fridge could no longer hold both his alcohol and his organs, Snotes took to storing the specimens in a corner of Sage Rink.

“The ice is great for keeping them crisp and fresh,” Snotes reported, gazing fondly at an oozing bloody stump of his left arm at me and limping away.

Several overeager juniors have since attempted to follow Snotes’ lead. Seeing an opportunity to boost their LinkedIn profiles, Harry Hopper ’16 and Jonas Pinker ’16 watched 127 Hours and then sawed off each other’s right leg.

“So…can I get endorsed for this?” Hopper asked, clutching his friend to stay upright.

Health Center staff have voiced concerns about Snotes’ scheme and are offering him seventeen flu shots free of charge.

---

**Student Watches A Total of 47 Movies Over Thanksgiving Break**

Receives degree in Film Studies

By Ms. Suder ’18

Procrastination Dept.

(A DARKENED ROOM) Caleb Burton ’16 became the envy of his peers when he went into Thanksgiving break on the brink of dropping out of college and returned to campus a week later with a Bachelor of Arts degree in Film Studies and Cinematography, even more notable since Hamilton does not offer this major.

“By Monday night, when my grandparents and twelve cousins were on their 9th round of Candyland, I just couldn’t take it anymore. I had to find something else to do,” Burton recounted. “I shuffled through my uncle’s DVD collection, locked myself in my room, and didn’t come out until Thanksgiving dinner.”

After Burton realized that he could get some kind of academic recognition for his pastime, he applied for an independent study. His application was instantly approved, probably because the Registrar was later found to be drunk on spiked eggnog at the time. “I’m all for encouraging students to branch out in their studies,” the Registrar slurred.

“I started my film studies with Citizen Kane and The Artist, both masterpieces of cinematography, and followed them up with Home Alone II, which was a lot more fun to watch.” According to the syllabus that Burton wrote himself, all the films studied were “historically acclaimed masterpieces.”

“I walked in on him watching Never Say Never while wrapped in a teddy bear-printed bedsheet,” his cousin admitted. “I think I saw a Teletubbies DVD on his desk.”

“I had a lot of time to kill while my family was doing things like holding their annual seance downstairs,” Burton said, “so I basically just finished my entire degree in one week. For my thesis, I filmed a dramatic action scene of my brother’s LEGO spaceships as a critique of the failure of the Space Age in the minds of the baby boomers to the tune of ‘Careless Whisper.’ Not to brag, but my professors cried when they saw it.”

After receiving his degree cum laude, Burton still had a few hours to kill on Saturday night, so he shaved his dog.

---

**Nancy Thompson’s E-Mails Solve All The World’s Problems**

She even found that sock you lost last week

By Mr. Burns ’17

Peace On Earth Dept.

(THE DRUG DEN WHERE JOHN LENNON WROTE “IMAGINE”) On the heels of her e-mail to the Hamilton community pleading for civil discourse and is on the shortlist for the Nobel Peace Prize and the Qalan Ceremonial Robe of Honor, which is really just the shackled skin of a Smorflogian being.

“I’m just lucky that everyone reads my e-mails,” Dean Thompson said. “Right?”

Thompson believes her power to bring people together is not only inspiring, but historic. “Optimally, people should read my e-mails as if they’re hearing Ara- gorn’s speech at the end of Lord of the Rings,” she said. “Or that guy Braveheart at the end of Braveheart. What I’m saying is, I’m a goddamn Messiah.”

Thompson has now set her sights on ending all wars. She is already drafting an e-mail that she hopes will end the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. After that, she plans to end the interplanetary war between the peaceful people of the forest world Smorflog and the bloodthirsty ravagers of the ice planet Zardon, which has raged for millennia in the Qualan galaxy.

For the miracles she performs with her Gmail account, Thompson has taken private meetings with figures such as the Dalai Lama, the Pope, and the Bono, and is on the shortlist for the Nobel Peace Prize and the Qalan Ceremonial Robe of Honor, which is really just the shackled skin of a Smorflogian being.

“I’m just lucky that everyone reads my e-mails,” Dean Thompson said. “Right?”

---
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Welcome back to campus, plebians. Everyone seems well-rested after break. I do hope you all return to your normal, sleep-deprived, caffeine-induced state with ease, I, the ever most intelligent Phineas P. Wurterbottom, have returned to provide my insights on the atrocity that you all refer to as Thanksgiving.

I was conversing with my colleague the other day over some expensive biscotti when he asked for my thoughts on your tradition. From my understanding, on the day of Thanksgiving, Americans give thanks for a successful growing season. They celebrate with food, football, and beer, all while tolerating their family members. If you could not infer from my heavy Oxonian accent, I am British, and thus I am not used to such frivolity.

Thanksgiving is certainly absurd. A holiday constructed around the simple idea of giving thanks? Americans have delegated their gratefulness for prosperity as only necessary on a specific day of the year. It is quite embarrassing. It appears there is no need for you all to be thankful the other 364 days. I knew there was an epidemic of laziness among some of you, but not to this extent.

However, I must express my admiration for the persistent youth who are realizing the horrible history behind this holiday and actively taking a stance against its celebration. Good for you all. You should all turn this celebration into a normal Thursday evening where families gather to share a nice meal.

I must also add that I despise turkey—both as an animal and as a food choice. They appear to me to be very dull. Despite this, I do enjoy mashed potatoes from time to time, provided they are mashed by a French maiden under the full moon, and served to me with a tall glass of Richebourg Grand Cru. I must also add that I despise turkey—both as an animal and as a food choice. They appear to me to be very dull. Despite this, I do enjoy mashed potatoes from time to time, provided they are mashed by a French maiden under the full moon, and served to me with a tall glass of Richebourg Grand Cru.

Phineas P Wurterbottom III has a master’s degree in Cultural Anthropology, which he managed to obtain by intruding on other people’s business with his opinions. He wrote this piece after recovering from the subsequent hangover, removing the tattoo of my girlfriend’s face from my ass, and trying to realize I actually spent all last night making out with a mop someone drew a face on with a Sharpie.

Pros and Cons of Replacing Weekend Alcohol Consumption with Marijuana Habitat

A poll by Tyler Normans ‘18

Over break, I met up with my old high-school friends for a good, old-fashioned night of getting plastered, just like we used to do. However, after recovering from the subsequent hangovers, removing the tattoo of my girlfriend’s face from my ass, and trying to explain to my dad that spray-painting “60083” on his car really did seem like a good idea at the time, I found myself examining my life choices. Until now, I’ve spent my weekends dancing drunkenly to Ke$ha at Annex parties, and though this lifestyle has served me well (nothing like getting plastered and accidentally hitting on the event staff, am I right?), I couldn’t help but wonder if maybe it was time to give up the booze and instead try my hand with marijuana instead.

So, I’m putting the choice to my peers: Should I keep drinking my weekends away, or should I find myself a dealer and start smoking?

Booze:

- It’s really easy to get for free on campus,
- …but all you can get for free is Keystone light.
- Drunk me is good at getting chicks!
- …but at least, until the next morning when I wake up and realize I actually spent all last night making out with a mop someone drew a face on with a Sharpie.
- I finally got good at shotgunning beers! I’d hate to waste those three months of practice.
- I think all that practice might have seriously screwed to obtaining by intruding in on other people’s business with his opinions. He wrote this piece after recovering from the subsequent hangover, removing the tattoo of my girlfriend’s face from my ass, and trying to realize I actually spent all last night making out with a mop someone drew a face on with a Sharpie.

Pot:

- Rarely involves vomiting, EMTs, or vomiting on EMS.
- Is not always as fun as you’d think.
- All weekend drinking on a campus
- On my time
- Can get the smell of cheap weed out of your clothes. It’s why my brother spent the last two years stuffing air fresheners down his pants every day.

So, should I stick with Svedka or Keystone? Or should I buy myself a lighter and finally test out the Wiki-How instructions for making an apple bong? Send your votes to duel@hamilton.edu!
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Pros and Cons of Replacing Weekend Alcohol Consumption with Marijuana Habitat

A poll by Tyler Normans ‘18

Over break, I met up with my old high-school friends for a good, old-fashioned night of getting plastered, just like we used to do. However, after recovering from the subsequent hangovers, removing the tattoo of my girlfriend’s face from my ass, and trying to explain to my dad that spray-painting “60083” on his car really did seem like a good idea at the time, I found myself examining my life choices. Until now, I’ve spent my weekends dancing drunkenly to Ke$ha at Annex parties, and though this lifestyle has served me well (nothing like getting plastered and accidentally hitting on the event staff, am I right?), I couldn’t help but wonder if maybe it was time to give up the booze and instead try my hand with marijuana instead.

So, I’m putting the choice to my peers: Should I keep drinking my weekends away, or should I find myself a dealer and start smoking?
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Pot:

- Rarely involves vomiting, EMTs, or vomiting on EMS.
- Will use all of my bonuses after one night at diner B, and my roommate said he’d choke me with a Doritos bag if he ever found me eating his food again.
- It’ll be nice to finally get a chance to spend more time in the Glen. It’s so pretty this time of year.
- According to the PSAs, pot is a gateway drug to cocaine and meth and eating people’s faces and shit.
- You can never get the smell of cheap weed out of your clothes. It’s why my brother spent the last two years stuffing air fresheners down his pants every day.
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